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SUMMARY 

An investigation was made in the X.A.C.A. 7- by lo- 
foot wind tunnel to determine the aerodynamic characteris- 
tics of tapered and rectangular wings with partial-span 
slotted flaps, Two N.A.C.A. 23012 airfoils equipped ~5th 
center-section and tip-section flaps were tested. 

The r8SUltS showed that the changes in lift and drag 
due to changes in flap span for both rectangular and ta- 
pered wings having partial-span slotted flaps were similar 
to those for corresponding wings having partial-span split 
or plain flaps. For the two wings tested, higher values 
of maximum lift were obtained with center-sectfon slotted 
flaps than with tfp-section slotted flaps of the same sise. 
The highest values of lift-drag ratio at maximum lift for 
the rectangular wing were obtained with oenter-section 
flaps and, for the tapered wing, with tip-seotion flaps. 
Oenter-section flaps on the tapere'd wing gave higher values 
of drag at maximum lift than tip-section flaps: no great 
difference in drag at maximum lift was apparent for either 
center-seatfon or tip-section slotted flaps on the rectan- 
gular wing. 

INTRODUCTION 

‘! 

1 

Wing flaps are used on many present-day airplanes as 
a means of increasing the speed range. Partial-span flaps 
are employed in nearly all cases because part of the trail- 
ing edge is usually requfred for lateral control. 

Investigations have been made to determine the effects 
on rectangular and tapered mitnqs of partial-span split and 
plafn flaps. The results are reported in references 1, 2, 
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and 3. The present investigation deals with similar ar- 
rangements of slotted flaps. 

APPARATUS AND TESTS 

Modela.- The models used in these tests were built 
of laminated mahogany to the N.A,C,A. 23012 profile, each 
model having a span of 60 inches and an aspect ratio of 6. 
One wing is rectangular in plan form (fig. 1) and the other 
is tapered 5~1 (fig. 2). Por the tapered wing, the NA.CA. 
23012 profile was used at all sections along the span and 
the maximum ordinates of all sections were in a horisontal 
plane on the upper surface. 

The flap used is the N.A.C.A. slotted flap 2-h de- 
scribed in reference 4. It was cut into sections to form 
10 flaps of equal span. The flap angle was measured fn a 
plane parallel to the plane of symmetry. . 

tunnel.- ITin& The models were mounted on the standard 
force-test tripod in the N.A.C.A. 7- by IO-foot closed- 
throat wind tunnel, which is described in reference 4. 

Teste.- The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 
16.37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to an air 
speed of about 80 miles per hour at standard sea-lepol con-. 
djltions and to an average test Reynolds Num'ber of 609,000. 

Tests mere made with center-section and tip-section 
flaps 20, 40, 60, and 80 percent of the span deflected 40' 
and with full-span flaps neutral and deflected 40°. A met- 
al strip on the wing upper surface was used to seal the 
exit of t%e slot of the undeflected part of the flap. The 
angles of attack covered a range from -14' to. 20°, which 
included zero and maxSmum lifts. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Coefficients 

The results are given in the form of absolute coeffi- 
cients of lift, drag, and pitching moment: 
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been corrected for the effects of the 
wtnd-tunnel jet boundaries to aspect ratio 6 in free air. 

Xectangular Wing 

Curves of lfft, drag, and pitching-moment coefffcients 
for the rectangular wing with center-section flaps are given 
fn ffqure 3 and sfmilar curves for the wing with tip-sectfon 
flaps are given in figure 4. The values Of GLI CD, and 
cm (a. cI lo 

increase with an increase in flap span for both 

the center-section and the tip-section flaps. In general, 
at a given angle of attack, higher values of CL and lower 
values bf CL are obtained with center-section flaps than 
with tip-section flaps of equal span. The angle for maxi- 
mum lift for the wing with tip-section flaps docraases with 

.increeso in flap span in much the same manner as that for 
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plain flaps (reference 1). An exception is the wing with 
the full-span flap, which stalls at about the same angle 
of attack as the plain wing. No definite change in the 
angle for maximum lift with change in flap span mae appar- 
ent for the wing with center-section flaps. 

Greater increments of lift are obtained with slotted 
flaps than with either split or plain flaps of the same 
span (referencss 1 to 3). 

The wing with the center-section flaps has hfgher val- 
ues of CL 

max 
and L/D at CDmax than the wing with tip- 

section flaps of equal span (fig. 5). The values of CD 
at CL 

max are not gr.eatly dffferent for either tip-section 

or center-section flaps, although slightly lower values of 
CD are obtained rvith center-section flaps for all flap 
spans except 0.80b. 

Tapered TTlng 

Curves of lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients 
for the tapered wing with partial-span slotted flaps are 
given in figures 6 and 7. It is seen that the inboard 
sections of the flaps give larger increments of lift and 
drag because of the qreater wing aroa affsctod. The angle 
for maximum lift decreases with.an increase in fla_o. span 
and occurs at about the same angle for center-section: or 
tip-section flaps of equal span. 

The wing with center-section flaps has higher values 
of c, and CD at CD and lower values of 

max max L/D 
at CL 

max than the wing with tip-section flaps of the same 

span (ffq:8). Values of L/D at CD,,, for the wing 
with center-section flaps change little with an increase 
in flap span beyond 0.403. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The changes in lift and drag due to changes in flap 
span for both reatangulsr and tapered wings having purtisll 
span slotted flaps mero similar to those for corresponding. 
wings having partial-span split or plain flaps, but qreaf- 
or increments of lift were obtained with the slotted flaps. 
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Higher values of maxfmum lift and lift-drag ratio at maxi- 
mum lift were obtained for the rectangular wing with cen- 
ter-section flaps than with tip-section flaps of equal span; 
whereas, for the tapered wing, the maximum lift and the drag 
at maximum lift were greater and the lift-drag ratio was 
less with center-section flaps than mSth tip-section flaps 
of equal span. 

It should be borne in mfnd that the point along the . 
span at which the stall begins may have an apprecfable 
effect on the value of the maximum lfft obtained fn flight. 
If the tips stall first, any further increase in angle of 
attack is limited, although ft may be several degrees below 
the angle at which maximum lift is obtakned 9n a nfnd tun- 
nel. Consequently, some of the values of the maximum Zift 
coefficient given for the tapered wing and for the rectan- 
gular wing with center-section flaps may be somewhat higher 
than those attainable in flight. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., April 25, 1939. 
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Blgure 1." N.B.C.A. slotted flap on the rectangular N.A.C.Ai 23012 ring. 
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IFigure 2.- N.A.C.A. slotted flap on the 5:l tapered N.A.C.A. 23012 wing. 
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